Nycole Pollard has been associated with and served as an essential and integral part of our Bald Mountain Outfitting business located near Pinedale, Wyoming nearly all of her life. As early as 8 years old she was helping as a camp jack/packer on many of our Summer Wilderness Pack Trips. By the time she was 16, she was our summer foreman and ran our pack trip and horse business for us. In recent years Nycole has moved into the hunting end of our business and continues to serve as our outfitting foreman.

Nycole is the first woman “Guide of the Year” Award recipient and her 25 years of service in this business continue to attest to her quality of service to the public. Nycole has two children, Cassidy (11) and Dillon (8) and manages to ramrod our Outfit while at the same time raising two great kids. Nycole worked in the off season in Park City, Utah as a veterinary technician for 13 years but is now living and working full time in Pinedale. Her off seasons are spent feeding elk at two different Wyoming Game and Fish feedgrounds.